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April 2021
Homeless problem continues in San Lorenzo. I am now considering the Lawn
Bowling Club filing an ADA complaint against the city. We are no longer able
to drive into the park because of city liability issues. This effectively
eliminates access for mobility limited. We have worked to be inclusive in our
membership purchasing wheelchair access ramp, adaptive equipment and
opening the green to Hope services and their families. This has now been
precluded by not allowing private vehicles to drive to the green due to a
situation which the city has let fester. I am in talks with Parks and city attorney
and have agreed not to file until after March 30 when federal judge makes next
ruling. The hope is that she will allow the encampment to be moved to the
bench land. On a more pleasant note, Police Chief Mills has agreed to work
with Stephen to eliminate the citation he was given. This month we are
scheduled to do our spring cleaning on Friday April 16, 9-1. Lunch will be
provided. If you are able to come for only an hour, please do so. We can use
your help. If you are unable to join us but willing to help, please let me know I
can can give you some ideas on tasks that need to be addressed. If you are
interested in playing in the pairs tournament sign up before March 25 so
Aumao can design the teams and schedule. Conditions of play are posted
below. Cleaning for April is Dave Sievert
Calendar
April 1, Thursday, Pairs completion begins
April 16, Friday Spring Clean up 9-1 Lunch will be provided
Thanks: To Earl for brushing the green on Feb 24; to Jesse, John B, Dave,
Famy, Stephen and Gustav for green maintenance

Focal Point: I enjoyed this article on finding the correct line. That is always
one of our biggest challenges and everyone seems to have their own method.
This coach does a nice job of explaining.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjZ7p5KJDHU

Goals 2021
Personnel: to have a net gain of 5 over Jan 31 roster of 16 regular and 6 dual
members
Facility: to have ditches lined with wire and artificial turf
Finance: to add $2500 to CD
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SCLBC sign- in roster

Attendance: We were up a bit in attendance averaging 5 at draw games for a total of
79 games played.

Pairs Competition Conditions of Play:

SCLB Club Pairs Championship Competition - 2021.
Time: April 1st to May 6th 2021- 6 weeks
Competition:
Deadline:

Open to all registered club members
Sign up by March 25th for Draw and first Game on April 1st

Competition Play Conditions:
1. Teams will be determined by Draw from the List of Sign Up Players from
Skips and Leads selected by Tournament Chairperson .(TC)
2. Teams will compete in the same format for the entire competition games.
3. Competition will be played on a round robin format.
4. The winner gets 4; a draw 2 and the loser 1 point.
5. Each game will be played for 14 ends. A toss up at start of each game to
decide who place the mat and roll the jack.
6. If the jack is played out of bounds by a team, the opposing team will place
the jack on the two meter mark on the center line, and game continue as
normal.
7. At the end of the competition the winner and second place teams will play
off for the championship. In case of a tie of first or second place, a playoff
game to decide the outright first and second place winner.
8. Any dispute will be resolved by TC and decision will be final.

